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New Year Wishes  

from the CV CNY Committee Chair 

Chinese New Year is a time of reunion and reju-

venation. We wish you all a wonderful new year  

with happiness and good fortune. Thank you for 

joining us today to learn about CV’s Chinese 

program as well as the Chinese culture. 

Rahel Kang 

2014 Chair 
Jake Bass 

2013 Chair 

   

Cumberland Valley Chinese Classes and  

Chinese Club proudly present: 

 

The 2014 Chinese New Year 

The Year of Horse 

Friday, January 31st 5:30-8:00 PM 

CV High School Performing Arts Center 
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Chinese New Year is celebrated on a different day than the dawn of the 

new year on the Gregorian calendar. According to the Lunar calendar, 

the 2014 New Year falls on January 31. The year of 2014 represents 

the year of the horse, which is the 7th animal on the zodiac (preceding 

the goat and placing after the snake) and represents traits such as 

strength, energetic, and adventurous. If you were born in 1954, 1966, 

1978, 1990, or 2002, then this year will likely be very fortunate for 

you! Those born in 2014 are considered to be wood horses. Wood 

horses are both stable and very decisive, both of which can enable 

them to be very successful in their future.  
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读书法，有三到 The way to study requires three things coming together 

心眼口，信皆要 Heart, eyes and mouth, are all necessary 

方读此，勿慕彼 
When you just began reading one book, don’t yearn for 

another 

此未終，彼勿起 When the first book is not finished, don’t start another one 

寬为限，紧用功 Set aside long deadlines; apply tight efforts 

功夫到，滯塞通 With proper effort, obstacles will be overcome 

心有疑，隨札记 When there is a doubt, note it down right away 

就人问，求確义 So as to ask people and get the true meaning 

房室清，牆壁净 The room should be clean; so be the walls 

几案洁，筆砚正 
The desks should be spotless; the pen and inkwell should be 

straight 

墨磨偏，心不端 If the ink is ground unevenly, the heart is not upright 

字不敬，心先病 If the words are not respectful, the heart has first fallen ill 

列典籍，有定处 Books should be set out in a regular place 

读看毕，还原处 After reading, return them to their original place 

虽有急，卷束齐 
Though there may be an urgent matter, roll and tie them 

properly 

有缺坏，就补之 And if there’s any damage, repair it immediately 

非圣书，屏勿视 Books not of the sages, reject them and don’t read them 

蔽聪明，坏心志 
(Because) they will cloud the intellect and corrupt one’s 

heart and aspiration 

勿自暴，勿自弃 Don’t abuse yourself; don’t give up on yourself 

圣与贤，可驯致 What is saintly and virtuous, can be gradually attained 

中文原文 English Translation 

Source: http://www.tsoidug.org/dizigui_trans_simp.php 

http://www.tsoidug.org/dizigui_trans_simp.php
http://www.tsoidug.org/dizigui_trans_simp.php
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“Student’s Rules,” or the “Code of Conduct for Students and Chil-

dren” (弟子规) was written by Li Yuxiu during the Reign of the 

Qing Dynasty under Emperor Kangxi. The book elaborates on a 

portion of the Analects of Confucius, Book 1, Chapter 6, where 

Confucius said, “A good student and child must first learn to be 

dutiful to his parents and be respectful to his loving siblings. Next, 

he must be cautious with all people, matters and things in his daily 

life, and be a trustworthy person. He must believe in the teachings 

of the ancient saints and sages and put their teachings into prac-

tice. Then he must learn to love all equally and be close to and 

learn from people of virtue and compassion. Only after all the above duties have been 

accomplished, if he has the time and energy, he could then further study and learn 

literature and art to improve the quality of his cultural and spiritual life.”  

中文原文 English Translation 

泛爱众, 而亲仁 
The preceding is loving everyone and becoming close with 

the kind-hearted 

同是人，类不齐 All are human, but their types differ 

流俗众，仁者希 Most belong to the unrefined; the truly kind-hearted are rare 

果仁者，人多畏 A truly kind-hearted person is feared by most people 

言不讳，色不媚 
He is not afraid of his words causing offense; his expression 

is not fawning 

能亲仁，无限好 
To be able to become close with the kind-hearted is infinite-

ly good 

德日进，过日少 
One’s virtue will advance daily; one’s errors will lessen 

daily 

不亲仁，无限害 
Not becoming close with the kind-hearted is infinitely 

harmful 

小人进，百事坏 Petty people will come and everything will turn bad 

不力行，但学文 If one doesn’t work hard at conduct, but only studies books 

长浮华，成何人 
Then one attains superficial finery—what kind of person is 

that? 

但力行，不学文 If one only works hard at conduct, but does not study books 

任己见，昧理真 
Then one relies only on one’s own views, and remains igno-

rant of true reason 
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The  Cumberland Valley Chinese 

program is proud to present to you the 

seventh annual Cumberland Valley 

High School Chinese New Year cele-

bration! All five levels of Chinese will 

display the depth of their knowledge 

of the Chinese language and culture in 

tonight’s performance. The high 

school Chinese club and local groups 

from the Chinese community will also 

be contributing to tonight’s production. Thank you for attending our 

celebration and supporting the Chinese program!  

Happy New Year and please enjoy the show! 

                                        January 31st Events  
 

5:30 ~ 6:00      Table Display and food purchase in the Eagle Lobby - 

          Chinese Class Student’s work display, silent auction,            

  activities (origami, calligraphy, paper-cut, games) 

 

6:00  Sharp     Lion Dance Grand Opening 

 

6:05 ~ 7:30     CNY Performance 

 

7:30 ~ 8:00     Vote for the best performers (Solo and Group) 

          Table Display and food purchase in the Eagle Lobby 
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Index (目录) 
 

1. Lion Dance (舞狮开场) 

2. Mother-Daughter Ensemble (母女乐器合奏) 

3. Solo: Ode to the Motherland (独唱: 祖国颂) 

4. Skit: Caochong Weighs the Elephant (小品: 曹冲称象) 

5. Chinese Flag Dance (舞蹈: 中国旗) 

6. Rhyme: Tangram (顺口溜: 七巧板) 

7. Solo: Peter Pan (独唱: 长不大的彼得) 

8. Love is as Bright as Red Flowers Dance (舞蹈:花儿为什么这样红) 

9. Five Animal Frolics (气功五禽戏) 

10.Group Song: Student’s Rules (合唱: 弟子规-余力学文) 

11.Wushu: Yin & Yang Combined into One (武术: 阴阳合一) 

12.Song: Chinese Language (合唱: 中国话) 

13.Skit: Phone Calls (小品: 打电话) 

14.Song: Liquor of the September Ninth (合唱: 九月九的酒) 

15.Skit: Happy New Year (小品: 欢喜过新年) 

16.Song: Ashamed to Say I’m a Chicken (合唱: 我不想是只鸡) 

17.Song: Call Me Maybe (合唱: 有空打来吧)  
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Many thanks to our parents, 

CV administrators and staff 

for their great support 
 

Special 
Thanks 
To 
CV Chinese Classes 

CV Chinese Club 

CVTV, CV Honor Society 

CV Argus Yearbook 

Mark McGuire, CV PAC Director 

Supporting Groups: José John, 

Sunshine, CCAI & restaurants 
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Lan Luo Ziegler  (罗老师）teaches Chinese to the 

Cumberland Valley School District. She instructs 

students not only in Chinese language, but also in 

Chinese culture- as demonstrated in this perfor-

mance, and all of the New Year performances to 

come! It is a promise between her and her students 

that each year if all Chinese class students perform 

on stage, she will perform Taiji in return.  

2014 CV CNY Committee 
 

Chair………………………………………………………Rahel Kang 

Editor ……………………………………….Jake Bass & Rahel Kang 

Brochure Creator ……………………………………...Katie Amtower 

 

Fundraising ……………………………….....Jake Bass & Kevin Fong 

Decoration/Advertising …………..Jenna Eberly & Kali Van Nostrand 

Public Relations ………………………..…YangYang Lu & Noah Lee 

Stage Managers …………………….Theresa Uniacke & Jenna Wright 

Table Display Managers…………………..Moez Essajee & Charis Lu 
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Performances (节目介绍) 
 

Lion Dance (舞狮开场) 

A lion dance (舞狮, wǔshī) is operated by two dancers, in which per-

formers mimic a lion's movements in a lion costume.  A proper lion 

dance includes movements that must match the music played by a min-

imum of three instruments: a drum, cymbal, and gong. These days, Li-

on Dances are most often performed during important festivals such as 

New Year, but they're often employed to bring good luck to new ven-

ues such as the opening of a business or a wedding.  

Performers：José Johnson Chinese Martial Arts and Wellness Center 

 

Mother—Daughter Ensemble (母女乐器合奏) 

An ensemble of traditional two-string Chinese Er-hus, a western styled 

four-string Violin, and a Piano; played by 

two Chinese mothers with their American 

born daughters. Together, they are bringing 

you an intriguing and unique music experi-

ence!  

Performers：Jessica Chou, Tracy Chou, 

Emily Chung, Christina Ma  

 

Solo: Ode to the Motherland (独唱：祖国颂) 

Composed by Zhi Liu, and written by Yu Qiao, this song was the fa-

mous theme song for celebrating People Republic China’s 8th Anni-

versary in 1957. It sings praises of China’s rivers and mountains and 

its achievements.  

Performer:  Ms. Suping Chen 
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Skit: Caochong Weighs the Elephant (小品：曹冲称象) 

Directed by Joe Engles and translated by Yi 

Lin, this skit will take you back to about 1800 

years ago, when at the age of six, Cáo Chōng 

(the youngest son of Cáocāo, one of the 

prominent kings of Three Kingdom)  taught 

people how to weigh a heavy elephant. He 

was recognized as an especially gifted and intelligent person from an 

early age. 

Performers: CV Honors Chinese III Class students 

 

Chinese Flag Dance (舞蹈：中国旗) 

In ancient times, flags were primarily used to 

lead warriors into battle. With turning, jump-

ing, and flipping, this martial arts dance por-

trays the true power and strength of the warri-

ors.  

Performers: Jessica Chou & Emily Chung from 

Chinese Culture & Arts Institute 

CCAI's mission is to help facilitate and nurture an 

understanding between the oldest culture in the 

world and the United States American Culture.  The 

CCAI helps to broaden this understanding through 

the exchange of cultural arts between the two socie-

ties.  The oldest and deepest cultural roots of any society are in its 

dances.  CCAI helps with the exchange of dance, art, culture, theatre 

and language.  

Rhyme: Tangram (顺口溜: 七巧板, in Chinese)  

Tangram “七巧板 seven clever pieces” is an ancient Chinese puzzle 

game. It consists of seven pieces: two larger triangles, one medium tri-

angle, two small triangles, one square, and one parallelogram. Please 

enjoy the class’s demonstration of the ancient Chinese game of tan-

grams and how each shape can contribute into making the larger pic-

tures.  

Performers: CV High School Chinese II Class students 
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Josette Plank is a columnist with PennLive.com and The Patriot 

News. She is married to Michael Plank, and they have three children 

(daughter Madeline Plank is in H Chinese III). Josette has never tried 

to speak Chinese - let alone sing in Chinese - but she plans on singing 

loudly, nonetheless.  

Anish Shenoy (肖子昂) is a 16 years old junior in IB Chinese SL 

(Y1). He loves reading, writing, and overcoming the 

struggles involved with Chinese class. He enjoys 

playing soccer and reading. He plays soccer at the 

club and state level. In his free time he loves practic-

ing his trumpet for Symphonic Winds. He is very 

honored to be a part of this celebration, especially 

the comedic parts. He hopes to continue learning and 

actively speaking Chinese into his working years.  

Richard Sleboda (林启贤) is a 1994 CV graduate and loving father of 

his daughter Yuna Sleboda who is four years old. 

As a strong supporter of CV’s Chinese program, 

Mr. Sleboda has repeatedly returned to Cumberland 

Valley to encourage the students to learn the Chi-

nese language, study abroad and take advantage of 

this wonderful program at CV. He is a currently on 

sabbatical from accounting firm KPMG while he 

studies at the Inter-University Program for Chinese 

Language Studies at Tsinghua University.  He will 

start to work in Beijing in the spring.  

Monica Sanfilippo (商美佳) is a 17 years old sen-

ior in AP Chinese V. She has been actively partici-

pating in Chinese Club and the Chinese New Year 

performance since her freshmen year. She spends 

most of her free time reading or hanging out with 

friends. As for college, Monica plans to attend Penn 

State University to major in Communications and 

minor in Japanese.  
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Raymond Lu (卢伟民) is a CV 15 years old freshman in 

Honors Chinese III. He comes from a Chinese family and 

was influenced to take Chinese because both of his older 

sisters also take Chinese. Now he loves it. He is in band, 

and plays percussion for the 9th grade band. He likes to 

hang out with his friends and spend time with his family.  

Christina Ma (馬憶惠) is mother of Emily Chung,  and a senior Data 

Scientist with IBM Watson Solutions Development.  

Janice Lu (卢梦琳) is a CV junior in AP Chinese V. 

She actively participates in many school groups and 

clubs, such as orchestra and choir, Chinese Club, 

NAHS, mock trial,  and rugby. Outside of school, she 

enjoys art as she loves painting, drawing, and making 

pottery. She spends lots of time at her parent’s restau-

rant, the Evergreen Chinese Buffet helping with ser-

vices. 

YangYang Lu (吕洋洋) is a 16-year-old junior in IB 

Chinese SL (Y1). She is very excited and proud to par-

ticipate in this year’s Chinese New Year Celebration. 

In addition to Chinese, YangYang has also studied 

German up to the AP level and enjoys reading, writ-

ing, and drawing in her spare time. After school, 

YangYang swims for 3 hours every day and was once 

a pianist.  

Yi Lin (林宜) is a 15 years old CV Freshman in Hon-

ors Chinese III. She is also taking all honors and has 

doubled up her science courses. She enjoys writing, 

reading, traveling, volunteering her time to the com-

munity, such as participating in Key Club. She has 

been playing the piano for six years, and sings in 

choir. She would love to pursue a career in the medical 

fields.  
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Solo: Peter Pan  (独唱: 长不大的彼得) 

Every country has their own pop idols, and China is no exception. 

Please sit back and listen to what China’s pop culture has to offer! 

Sung by CV’s own Sarah Chambers, prepare to listen to exactly what 

the young girls of China are listening to.  

Performer: Sarah Chambers 

 

Dance: Love is as Bright as Red Flowers (舞蹈：花儿为什么这样红) 
The Chinese has a beautiful and amazing cultural history that can be 

presented in many forms. One of these 

forms happens to be through dance. This 

traditional folk dance tells a story from an 

old Chinese folk song of the Tajik Minori-

ty. The song describes a young couple’s 

love as bright as the red flowers on their 

plateau. Please enjoy the unique Chinese 

costumes and traditional dance movements. 

Performers: The Sunshine Dance Club 

 

Five Animal Frolics (气功五禽戏) 

The Five Animal Frolics (五禽戏)were 

created by Hua Tuo (华佗), a Chinese fa-

mous physician of Han Dynasty. He was 

considered famous surgeon of ancient Chi-

na. According to Huatuo, a man’s body 

must have exercise, but it should never be 

done to the point of exhaustion.  By mov-

ing about briskly, digestion is improved, the blood vessels are opened, 

and illnesses are prevented.  It is like a used doorstep which never rots. 

Huatuo created the art called the Frolics of the Five Animals: the 

Tiger, the Deer, the Bear, the Monkey, and the Crane. Our higher level 

students will demonstrate how they incorporate their Chinese language 

study with the deeply rooted Chinese culture. 

 

Performers: CV AP/IB Chinese V Class students,  

                      Voiced by Jake Bass and Janice Lu 
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Song: Student’s Rules  (合唱：弟子规—亲仁、余力学文, in Chinese) 

“Student's Rules,” or the “Code of Conduct 

for Students and Children” (弟子规) was 

written by Li Yuxiu during the Reign of the 

Qing Dynasty under Emperor Kangxi. This 

book elaborates on a portion of the Analects 

of Confucius. Many of these principles lay 

out the foundations of Chinese culture itself 

and are known by most of the Chinese pop-

ulation. As one of our routines, the CV High 

School Chinese II class will sing the 6th chapter, in which the concept of 

“study further after accomplishing all above” is introduced.  

Performers: CV HS & Good Hope Honors Chinese II Classes 

 

Wushu: YinYang Combined into One (武术表演:阴阳合一) 
The practice of Chinese Wushu is rich and varied. It can be expressed 

through the strong and powerful movements of the external styles or 

the flowing and gentle movements of the internal styles. It can be prac-

ticed by young and old, male and female, for self-defense or self-

development. It is the embodiment of yin and yang combining into 

one. 

Performers: José Johnson's Chinese Martial Arts & Wellness Center   

 

Song: Chinese Language (中国话) 

S.H.E is a Taiwanese girl group, the name of the group is an acronym de-

rived from the first letter of each member's 

name. “Chinese Language” is a popular song 

about the pride of the Chinese people and 

how their language is gaining global im-

portance. As a fast paced song, this song may 

seem difficult to sing, but be prepared to be 

blown away by the Eagle View students mas-

tery over this song. 

Performers: Eagle View  Honors Chinese 

II Class students & CV HS Sawyer Matthews & Britton Wiser; Danced 

by Samantha Smith, Kali Van Notrand, Emem and so on 
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Rachel Kang (姜秀玟) is a 17 years old junior at 

Cumberland Valley High School and is currently en-

rolled in both IB Chinese SL (Y1) and Chinese IV. 

Besides her interest in Chinese, Rachel is interested in 

medicine and writing. This year, Rachel has taken on 

the hefty duty of Chairman of Chinese New Year. She 

has put in a lot of effort into making this celebration as 

amazing as it could possibly be. She truly hopes that 

everyone enjoys the show! 

Monica Kavathekar (康慕玲) is a 16 years old soph-

omore in Honors Chinese IV. She enjoys Chinese cul-

ture and language and hopes to pursue it in college. Af-

ter school, she likes to play piano and participate in the 

CV Debate Team and CV STILES Club. She also likes 

to read, write, and make films. She is one of the mas-

ters of ceremony this year. 

Noah Lee (李龙安) is a freshman in CV Honors Chi-

nese III. He is a Korean American, and feels a strong 

connection to Korea and his heritage. He loves being 

able to make a difference in people’s lives. Noah plays 

in the CV high school Symphonic Winds, writes for 

the high school newspaper, and participates in numer-

ous extracurricular activities including the Debate team and helping 

out the middle school MATHCOUNTS team. He loves music, and is 

part of the Sound of Healing club.  

Kevin Fong (方世杰) is a CV senior in AP Chinese 

V. He is one of the masters of ceremony for the Chi-

nese New Year celebration this year. He enjoys play-

ing video games, tennis and  watch TV, is involved in 

Chinese Club, Key Club and played tennis during the 

spring. When he graduates, he will major in computer 

science and also engineering. 
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Moez Essajee (沙萌智) is a 16 years old Junior in 

IB Chinese SL (Y1). He has found Chinese class 

very enjoyable and interesting. He especially enjoys 

all of the cultural facts about China and the Chinese 

language. He also plays the violin, and is a part of 

the junior varsity tennis team, Quiz Bowl team, and 

Brain Busters team for the school. Moez is excited 

and honored be a part of this year's New Year cele-

bration and hopes to keep improving his Chinese as time goes on. 

Tracy Chou (林采熹) is the mother of Jessica Chou and is a Comput-

er Application Developer with the PA State Police.  

 

Emily Chung (鍾佳縈) is an 8th grader at Good Hope Middle School. 

She is the concertmaster of the Harrisburg Junior Youth Orchestra. She is 

also in the school's MathCounts team and yearbook club. 

José Johnson's Chinese Martial Arts & Wellness Center  is a place 

that provides a positive life changing experi-

ence to each of the students. It is much more 

than the average martial arts school. The 

highly trained and skilled staff members are 

there for one purpose: to help students devel-

op the skills necessary to create the kind of 

change in their life that will set them apart 

from the crowd.   

Joseph Engel (安哲秋) is a freshmen in Honors 

Chinese III at Cumberland Valley High School. He 

recently earned his Eagle Scout and has been study-

ing piano with Ann Shurtz for eight years. He plays 

piano in jazz band and also accompanies his congre-

gation on the organ. He enjoys running and music. 

He has learned many things from Chinese class and 

it teaches him to have an open mind to all things.  
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Skit: Phone Calls (小品：打电话) 

The skit being performed is a dialogue that was originally performed 

by a Canadian comedian 大山 in China. In 

this skit, a Chinese father is trying to teach his 

son about the word differences between irrita-

tion, anger, fury, and not knowing whether to 

laugh or cry. In order to do so, he calls up a 

random household and continuously tries to 

seek out the well-known Hong Kong actor 

Zhou Run Fa (周润发), who the person on 

the other end of the phone keeps on saying is not here. The father's nu-

merous tries irritates the stranger more and more, and the stranger's 

various reactions serve as the father's lesson to his son. 

 

Performers: Moez Essajee, Yangyang Lu, Anish Shenoy  

 

Song: Liquor of September Ninth  (合唱：九月九的酒) 

The ninth day of the ninth lunar month is widely celebrated in China. The 

festival began as early as the Warring States Period (475 - 221 BC). Ac-

cording to the yin/yang dichotomy that forms a basis to the Chinese world 

view, yin represents the elements of darkness and yang represents life and 

brightness. The number nine is regarded as yang. The ninth day of the ninth 

month is a double yang day, hence the name "Chong Yang Festival". 

(Chong means "repeated" in Chinese.) The traditions include climbing 

mountains and family gatherings. Today, the Chinese government also 

named this day as the “Elder’s Day.” This song expresses the homesickness 

of people far from home.  

 

Performers: Parents of CV Chinese class students— 

Grace Fong, Karen Lee, Christy Lim, Josette Plank, Rong Zheng 
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Skit: Happy New Year - （小品：欢喜贺新年） 

Chinese New Year is such an important hol-

iday to the culture of China, but many for-

eigners might not know what exactly hap-

pens during this festival. What better way to 

display the traditions of Chinese New Year 

than with a skit. In this skit performed by 

Trinity’s own Chinese class, a Chinese 

teacher invites her students to join her family New Year's Eve feast, 

meanwhile her students also learn Chinese culture through celebrating 

the Spring festival.   

 

Performers: Trinity HS Chinese Class and Chinese Club Students  

 

Song: Ashamed that I’m a Chicken (合唱: 我不想是只鸡） 
This song pokes fun at the deadly and serious issue of the bird flu in 

2006. The video, available on www.youku website, etc., is hilarious 

and will introduce you to Chinese black humor. Mr. Richard Sleboda 

accompanied by his loving daughter, will perform and sing this song in 

a ridiculous fashion.  Please watch and enjoy.  

 

Performers: Richard Sleboda and Yuna Sleboda  

 

Song: Call Me Maybe (合唱: 有空打来吧)  

The students in Chinese IV will sing the pop-

ular song “Call Me Maybe” by Carly Rae 

Jepsen, but with a twist. Using the lyrics by 

王大文 (Dawen Wang), the Chinese IV 

class will be singing the song in Chinese. 

While this may sound very difficult, the lyr-

ics actually fit very well with the song. Lis-

ten as these students blend two cultures together into one widely-

known song. Instrumental direction was done by Brandon Hudson.  

 

Performers: CV Honors Chinese IV Class students 
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Performer Profiles 
Katie Amtower (安桃玲) is a 16 years old junior in 

IB Chinese SL (Y1). She was one of the first seventh 

graders to take the Chinese level I class in the middle 

school. Besides taking Chinese, Katie is also an ice 

skater and partakes in Model UN, musical theatre, and 

CV STILES where she teaches Mandarin Chinese to 

kids at the elementary schools. She hopes you enjoy 

the CNY performances!  

Sarah Chambers (钱韵姗) is a 15 years old sophomore 

at Cumberland Valley High School in Honors Chinese IV. 

She enjoys running, swinging, and just generally being 

outside. She is also a member of CV’s track team. Besides 

track, Sarah is also a member of CV’s choir and is a fan-

tastic singer.  

Suping Chen (陈素萍) is a kindergarten teacher but 

also teaches a Level 4 Chinese Language course at 

Messiah College. She tutors some private Chinese lan-

guage classes over the weekends.  

Jake Bass (白杰豪) is a senior at CV in AP Chinese 

V and is also the president of Chinese Club. Other 

than Chinese Club, Jake is also involved in STILES, 

CV Africa, and Model UN. In his free time he plays 

double bass, snowboards, and volunteers at Bethany 

Village. This is the 2nd year  that he serves as a mas-

ter of ceremony. 

Jessica Chou (周珊廷) is a sophomore at CV High School. She is the 

concertmaster of the Cumberland Valley High School orchestra and the 

strings quartet. She is a member of TSA, Key Club, and STILES.  


